Guideline of IBKO CUP 11th ALL JAPAN OPEN KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP
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<Organizer>
International Budo Karate Organization ( I B K O )
Website: www.kyokushin-worldkarate.org
<Secretariat>
Kyokushin Sakamoto Group
Kitayamata 1-14-21, Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa, JAPAN
Tel +81-(0)45-593-3747
Fax +81-(0)45-592-4239
E-mail info@kyokushin-worldkarate.org
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１．IN TROD UC TION
The INTERNATIONAL BUDO KARATE ORGANIZATION (IBKO) was established in 2011.
IBKO Kyokushin Cup International Open Karate Championship has been organized by IBKO Kyokushin Sakamoto group
(Shihan Shigenori Sakamoto) sincer 2012.
This year it will take place on the 13th of October of 2019 in Yokohama Cultural Gymnasium, Kanagawa, Japan.

２．SCH ED UL E
Oct. 13 (Sun) 08:15

Checking of Inscriptions

09:00

Competitors parade and opening ceremony

09:30

Kumite competition

17:00-17:30 Awards ceremony
Oct. 14 (Mon) 10:00-13:00 Dan promotion examination (at Yokohama Kohoku dojo)
The place may be changed.

3．INFORMATION ABOUT KUMITE COMPETITION
1. Date of Championship
13th of October, 2019
2. Place of Championship
Yokohama Cultural Gymnasium
Furocho 2-7, Naka-ku, Yokohama city, Kanagawa pref., Japan (Tel +81-45-641-5741)
3. Kumite match categories
Please see the registration list.
4 Qualiﬁcations for entry
(for kumite classes of “Child”,”Junior” and ”Youth”)
Only player who won the right to participate through the qualifying tournaments
can take part in this championship. The champion of the previous year can participate without
qualifying. These conditions are not applied to overseas participants.
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3．INFORMATION ABOUT KUMITE COMPETITION
5. Inscriptions
1) The limit date for inscriptions of competitors, coaches , referees and oﬃcers is
Jul 18, 2019
* No inscription will be accepted after this date.
2) The oﬃcial format, the photo data of each competitor should be sent to Secretariat
of IBKO (Kyokushin Sakamoto Group) by e-mail prior to the dead line.
*If the competitor is under 18 years old, Parents permission(Authorization) should be sent.
*We need the photo of only the upper body of the competitors wearing “Dogi”
No ﬁghting pose. Not only face but upper body should be shooted. Color photo.
The name of the photo data should include the competitorʼs name.
*If Japanese government's approval to enter Japan is required,
“questions for visa to enter Japan” and passport copy should be submitted together.
3) The inscription cost to participate for overseas competitor is 2,000 JPY,
considering the cost of overseas travel. (For Japanese competitor 10,000 JPY)
4) The weight in and the checking of inscriptions will be done at Yokohama Cultural
Gymnasium on Oct. 13, 2019 (8:15 - 09:00).
* All the competitors, referees, coachs and oﬃcials in the same group must come together
at the same time.
* The weight in will be done wearing “Dogi”. The excess within 2kgs will be allowed.
In case of the excess over 2kgs, the competitor will be disqualiﬁed.
5) The organizer will give the number cloth and the brochure after the checking of inscriptions.
The number cloth should be ﬁxed to the back of competitors
6) The organizer has the right to cancel or modify categories in case the number of participants
does not reach the minimum. In such case it will be announced in advance.
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4．GENERAL RULES CONCERNING THE COMPETITION
1. Only oﬃcial format inscriptions which you can get from IBKOʼs website or secretariat
will be accepted.
The document is invalid if the deﬁciencies.
2. Each competitor must have a personal insurance, for any accident that may occur at the
competition. The organizer will take a band-aid measure but does not assume responsibility
for subsequent.
3. In case the registered person is no longer able to participate, notify the Secretariat of IBKO
immediately.
4. Protest against the referee will not be accepted
5. Competitors are prohibited to wear accessories. In addition, wearing inner shirt under “Dogi”
at the opening ceremony is not allowed.
6. Portrait rights of competitors in this championship belong to the organizers. Movie and other
images may be used in the organizer's web site and publications. Please contact the Secretariat
in advance if inconvenient.
7. Eating food is possible only at the seat of the second ﬂoor of the venue.
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5．YOKOHAMA CULTURAL GYMNASIUM
Yokohama Cultural Gymnasium (横浜文化体育館 Yokohama Bunka Taiikukan)
is an indoor sports arena located in Naka-ku, Yokohama, Japan.
The capacity of the arena is 5,000 people and was opened in 1962.
It is a ﬁve-minute walk from the closest subway station, Kannai Station,
on the JR/Yokohama Municipal Subway.
The arena hosted the volleyball events of the 1964 Summer Olympics.
It is situated on Furocho 2-7, Naka-ku, Yokohama city, Kanagawa pref., Japan
Telephon : +81-45-641-5741
<Access> JR Line / Yokohama Municipal Subway
5-min. walk from Kannai Station

Yokohama Cultural Gymnasium

Here!
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